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Sequel, Dante's Peak

Years later, the town is rebuilt. Rachel led the town's surviving population to rebuild what was lost. Her coffee shop has a new focus on dairy nutrition and organic coffee because pesticides used on conventional coffee kills songbirds. She serves high-quality cream and cheeses such as Jacques Pepin's Camembert or Brie encrusted with chopped Pistachio nuts. Harry becomes interested in soil and the requirements for human nutrition such as the need for cobalt needed by symbiotic bacteria that make Vitamin B12 in a 30-step enzyme mediated process inside the rumen of dairy animals. He realizes how depleted the soil has become all over the world due to the application of synthetic fertilizer that only contains 3 minerals (NPK). Harry finds research that says volcanic eruptions will increase with global warming. Rachel attends the Conference of Mayors. Harry and Rachel meet with Mayor Philip Levine (Miami Beach) and they exchange stories (volcanic eruptions and rising sea level). Rachel makes a presentation and proposes a ban on synthetic fertilizer in a presentation that explains the science of climate change (that includes carbon and nitrous oxide).

Restaurant Chain
A chain of cafes built to look like Rachel's that sells high-quality coffee (and dairy e.g. Kalona Supernatural) and food that is nutritionally correct.